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ABSTRACT

This thesis reports an the preparation of Schottky barrier on

undoped hydrogenated amorphous silicon <a-Si:H) and its

character ization using (i) Current-voltage (I—V) charac ter ist ics

in the temperature range B69 K - '*17 K, (ii) Internal

photoemission (IPE) measurements and, < i i i > Capacitance (C) and

conductance (G) measurements as a function of both frequency and

bias. From these measurements an attempt has been made to identify

the predominant carrier transport mechanism and to extract

Schottky diode parameters consistent with all measurements.

We have developed a simple simulation technique to model

current-voltage relationship, which includes the effects of

carrier recombination in the Schottky region, thermally assisted

tunneling, and bulk series resistance (R ), This technique helps
s

in obtaining better and reliable values of barrier-height and more

insight into carrier transport mechanism. Current-Voltage

character ist ics fit equally well to both diffusion and thermionic

emission theory of carrier transport. However, on the basis of

results obtained from simulation and internal photoemission, it is

argued that the predominant mechanism is diffusion limited

transport

«

The main features of frequency as well as bias dependence of

both capacitance and conductance are successfully explained using

Gibb—Lonq model for ar response. The results obtained from dc and

ac response measurements have been shown to be consistent.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

i . 1 Introduction:

Semiconductors , as the name suggests, have very limited

ability for electrical conduction. Their electrical properties are

influenced and enhanced dramatically by supplying heat to them,

exposing them to light or by the presence of extraneous materials

in the host semiconductor. These unique properties of

semiconductors become very useful when they form, in contact with

other semiconductors or metals, rectifying junctions, which act as

one-way valves to electrical current flow, current being allowed

in one direction and limited in the other direction. Such a

metal—semiconductor contact is known as a Schottky barrier after

W. Schottky, who first proposed a model for barrier formation.

This rectifying nature of metallic contacts on copper, iron

and lead sulfide crystals was discovered, more than a century ago,

by Braun* in 1874. Since then numerous experimental and

theoretical studies have been carried out, and are still going on.

Initially Schottky contacts were used as point contact diodes,

which employed a sharpened metallic wire in contact with an

exposed semiconductor surface for radiowave detection in the early

days of wireless technology. It was the Second World War, where it

was used in microwave radar, which brought a revolution in the



understanding of the physics of Schottky barriers. Point contact

rectifiers proved highly unreliable in their characteristics and

were subsequently replaced by deposition of a thin metallic film

on a properly prepared surface of semiconductor. These contacts

have shown much superior char ac ter i s t i cs and hence widened the

field in its research and development. These activities were

inspired to a considerable extent because of the importance of

metallic contacts in semiconductor technology. As a result of this

development, further areas of application of Schottky barriers (as

photodiodes, photovoltaic devices, light emitting diodes,

metal-semiconductor field effective transistors etc.) have

emerged. Thus Schottky barriers are now being used on a large

scale in various fields of semiconductor device technologies.

1.2 Amorphous Semiconductors :

Apart from these above mentioned applications in the world of

crystalline semiconductors, Schottky barriers have more recently,

drawn special attention with the discovery of amorphous

semiconductors, which are disordered, in the absence of long-range

periodic structure. These materials can be prepared in thin film

form and are relatively inexpensive. Amorphous thin films have

high coefficients for light absorption and are unaffected by high

energy radiations because of their unique property of

d i sor deredness . Therefore, these materials are of great importance



from technological point of view. Although d i sor der edness endows

amorphous materials with the above advantages, disorderedness

itself creates hurdles in the way of their application by inducing

localized electronic states well within the forbidden energy

region- The localized states do not contribute to electrical

2conduction in normal case
, as the mobility of these electrons are

negligible compared to that of conduction electrons. These

disorder-induced electronic states are intrinsic to amorphous

semiconductors, and have continuous energy spectrum as compared to

extrinsic and discrete localized states, associated with impurity

atoms within the host crystalline sem i conduc tor s energy gap.

Because of these continuous distribution of states in the gap, and

the deviation in the bond angles and bond lengths, valence and

conduction bands in amorphous sem i conduc tor s have got tails

extended into the forbidden region- Fig. 1.1a shows a typical

energy band diagram for amorphous sem i conduc tor s - The hatched

region are of localized states while the unhatched regions are of

delocalised or extended states, where electrons are free to move

with finite mobility. Because of band tails it is difficult to

define the band edges- But Fig. 1.1b clearly shows that the

carrier mobility is negligible within the localized regions and

increases sharply at a certain energy (E or E )- The states for
/JV

which carrier mobility is finite are called extended states.

Therefore, we can see a well defined demarcation line, in terms of



Fig, 1.1- A typical energy band diagram for amorphous

silicon: (a) real gap in the density of states

(DOS) and a finite DOS at Ep? (b) negligible

carrier mobility in the forbidden energy
2region. [ from Devis and Mott ]



mobility, between extended and localized states. These are called

mobility edges and the energy difference between the mobility

edges is known as mobility gap, which resembles semiconductor band

gap in crystalline semiconductors. The properties of amorphous

semiconductors are greatly dominated and controlled by the shape

of the band tails and densities of localized states (DOS) in the

gap. Numerous research and developmental work has been attempted

to control DOS and its distribution in the gap. It has been

observed that the presence of hydrogen atoms (~3 at.*/* to as much

as 50 at.*/*) in the amorphous silicon reduces DOS and hence

3improves its electrical and optical char ac ter i st ics remarkably .

Hydrogen incorporated amorphous semiconductors are called

hydrogenated amorphous semiconductors. Owing to its importance

both in technology and science, the study of hydrogenated

amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) has become a field by itself.

{ # 3 Aspects of Amor phous SiJLicori Schoitky Bs.r*Tier-s i

Hydrogenated amorphous silicon, a-Si:H, is a unique

semiconductor in its own right. The properties of metal contact on

a-Si:H present a series of questions at the basic science level

and many technological challenges. The aspects that are clearly

identifiable are the role of band tail states and the defects in

the gap. In fact, the most useful material is the undoped a-Si:H

which exhibits a near midgap Fermi energy. Doping of a-Si:H either



p- or n- type causes large increase in DOS (in the gap), which

leads to carrier recombinations. Therefore, the carrier lifetime

is significantly larger in case of undoped material as compared to

doped a-Si:H. Thus the Schottky barrier of most interest is formed

on undoped material. Of course, stable and reproducible a-Si:H can

be produced in which the Fermi level ( E ) can be shifted through

substitutional doping. The properties of metal contacts on doped

a—Si:H also are of significant importance.

1.4 Schottky Barrier Formation on a-Si : H :

4Schottky diodes on a-Si:H were first produced in 1974 with

5
first report of well char ac ter i zed barriers by Wronski t a.1 in

1976. A schematic of the band structure for Schottky barrier is

shown in Fig, 1.2. The schematic assumes a density of surface

states (DOSS) for a-Si:H. Thus even when the metal and

semiconductor are electrically separated as in Fig. 1.2a, there

will be a band bending at the surface. An unusual aspect of this

configuration is that the electrical neutrality is maintained by

ionized centres near midgap. This is to be contrasted^ with

crystalline silicon (c-Si), in which the ionized donors or

acceptors lie near the band edges.

The Schottky barriers are formed when the metal and

7
semiconductor are brought into equilibrium and intimate contact ,

This is shown. in Fig. 1.2b and 1.2c. In Fig. 1.2a, the metal and



(c) (d)

Fig. l.S. Schematic of
- Schottky barrier formation for a

metal and a-Si:H: (a) isolated metal from the

a—Si:H; (b) and (c) they are in electrical

equilibrium; (d) in intimate contact.



semiconductor are well separated but they are in electrical

contact assuming that a wire connects the two. Electrons will then

be transported to metal surface, which will establish a potential

such that the Fermi energy of the two materials are equivalent.

The slanted line between the metal and semiconduc tor represents

potential due to the charges. These charges are balanced by

additional ionized centres that will occur near the semiconductor

surface. As the distance between the metal and semiconductor is

decreased, more charge is transported to the metal surface- When

the magnitude of the transported charge becomes comparable to the

surface defects density on the semiconductor, then band bending

will occur. The conf i gur at i on shown in Fig. 1 . Sc may equally

represent the case in which an oxide or insulator exists between

metal and sem i conduc tor

.

The schematic shown in Fig. 1 . Ed then represents the Schottky

barrier after intimate contact. In semiconductor, the bands are

bent due to the ionized centres near the surface. This give rise

to built-in potential (V ) interface. In crystalline silicon

(c-Si), the extent of band bending region is called depletion

region, referring to the concentration of majority carrier near

the surface. Of course, as the metal and semiconductor are brought

Q— 1

1

into contact, chemical reactions can occur, causing changes in

the properties of the Schottky barriers-
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We now turn to the considerations about the depletion

regions. While solution of general gap states distributions are

difficult to obtain, two cases which typify different

possibilities can be solved exactly. The solutions yield a

parabolic band for single donor or acceptor band (as is usually

the case in c—Si ) and exponential behaviour for the continuous

uniform-state density. These two cases are illustrated in Fig.

1.3. The field dependence of the two cases also differ. For the

discrete level, a linear dependence results whereas an exponential

behaviour is obtained in the uniform density of state case. Far

amorphous semiconductors , a uniform distribution of states in the

12gap is often considered as a reasonable approximation
, and this

results in an exponential potential distribution V =

exp(-x/x
Q

)

,

where x is the distance from interface, x^ defined as

field decay length. The depletion region is no longer well

defined, but often V^/e point is used to demark the depletion

region.

It should be noted that a—Si:H exhibits a DOS that is neither

constant nor discrete 6
. Deep level transient spectroscopy

(DLTS)^, optical absorptions 1
^, and photoconductivity 1 ^

measurements have indicated that a rather broad defect band lies

in the gap and is centred below the Fermi energy. This means that

for the case in which the built-in potential (V > is less than the
a
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will be
ISwidth of defect band (

) , the exponential behaviour

expected. On the other hand if diffusion potential is greater than

defect band width (far metals with larger work function, ^ ) bands
m

will exhibit a combination of exponential and parabolic behaviour.

Near the metal-semiconductor interface the potential will be

parabolic while at the far end of the space charge region the

potential will be exponential.

The Schottky barrier height for ideal crystalline case is

often written as difference between the metal work function ( <£ )

m

and semiconductor work function ( cp ), that is & = tp - p -

s b m s

Whenever there is a large density of surface states, the

semiconductor Fermi level gets pinned^ at the neutral charge

level ( 4>q ) at the surface, making p^ independent of the metal work

function. In this situation p, is given as <£ = E - <£_, E the gap
b b q * Q g

energy. But in case of amorphous Schottky barrier, because of the

presence of large DOS in gap it is difficult to predict the form

of Schottky barrier height expression.

There are several factors which modify the Schottky height.

The mast inherent is the image force lowering^, which occurs when

an electron transits the depletion region. This does not depend

upon the presence of the interfacial oxide layer and occur even

when such a layer is not present. When the electron is at same

distance in the depletion region there exists an electric field

which can be calculated considering an image charge located at the



same distance in metal. This field causes the effective barrier to

be reduced , and maximum will occur at several nanometre into the

semiconductor instead of the surface. The magnitude of lowering is

proportional to the one fourth power of band bending. Thus

measurements like current-voltage (I-V) or internal photoemission

(IPE) where electron transition over barrier across the depletion

occurs, will reflect the image force lowering of the barrier. In

contrast, measurements like capac i tance-vo 1 tage (C-V) are not made

in presence, of transiting charge and will not be affected further.

Since the barrier maximum occurs away from the interface, weak

effects due to bias variations are possible.

Another factor, mentioned earlier, that the density of

surface states affects the 4>, formation and makes it almost

independent of # , by pinnimg Ep at the surface. But the origin

and the nature of these states still remain enigmatic. An advanced

study argues that the pinning of states are associated with the

semiconductor alone and are related to metal-induced gap

1718 IP 20
states 5

, defects ’ at or near the semiconductor surface.

More recent studies have thrown a new light on the formation

mechanism of Schottky barrier, and shown that in

metal-semiconductor contact, Ep pinning is passible to either the

21
valence band or the conduction band of semiconductor . The metal

as well as semiconduc tor wave functions also influence the



interface states
22-25

. Thus density and energetic position of

22—25interface states strongly depend on the metal

Therefore it is clear form the above discussion that the

formation of Schottky barrier and its height, both are affected

predominantly by DOS in gap, interface states, electric field at

the junction and metals.

1 * 0 Csrrisr Trsnspcrt Through 2"Si 2 w/mai Ir*t&rl^2,css«

It is now appropriate to briefly review the basic mechanisms

through which carrier transport across the Schottky
.
barrier

results. These mechanisms can be categorized on the basis of the

barrier height faced by the various processes. These in comparison

with crystalline semiconductors are illustrated in Fig. l.A. The

schematic represents a Schottky barrier on an undoped a-Si:H under

forward bias. At roam temperature, it is usual to consider that

the electron transport over the barrier dominates the forward-bias

current. For high mobility materials such as c-Si, it is presumed

that the electron population at any energy above conduction band

minimum ( ) is independent of distance (x) from the surface. The

transport is limited by the emission of electron into metal. For

law mobility materials it is passible that current transport is

limited by electron diffusion theory (DT) through the depletion

region. In this case, the population at any energy will vary as a

function of distance from the surface. Thus if thermionic emission
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Fig. 1.4. Schematic of the Schottky barrier on a-Si:H

showing the different transport mechanisms.



theory (TET) limits the transports then for an applied -forward

bias the E will be constant throughout the depletion rsqion and

drop to the metal film. In contrast, for diffusion limit

transport, Ep will vary in the depletion region. Because a-Si : H

2-1 -1
has low mobility ( ^ 2— cm V sec ) it is not clear which

mechanism will dominate. In fact, both mechanisms have been

2A 3Qreported by different authors . In fact, there remains a

debate on the actual carrier transport mechanism across the

Schot t ky barr ier s

.

At a low temperature (T), tunneling currents may became mare

important. The tunneling of electrons from conduction into metal

is certainly observed in crystalline silicon, and has also been

27 31 _reported for a—SisH ’
. This process is more complicated In

a-Si:H because the localized states near conduction band tails may

significantly enhance the tunneling currents.

Field emission is a much less likely path in a-Si :H Schottky

barrier under forward bias. Since Ep is near midgap, there is a

relatively low DOS and states are localized. Thus there are few

states that can give rise to field emission Into the metal. In

28reverse bias field emission breakdown can be observed due to the

emission from the metal Fermi energy into the a-Si:H conduction

band. For lightly doped a-Si:H, field emission is observed at

higher reverse bias, where as highly doped a-Si :H exhibits field

emission at relatively lower reverse bias.



Since the Fermi energy is near the midgap, as mentioned

earlier , minority carriers (holes for undoped a—Si : H ) can play

significant role. This is especially true for low metal work

functions. Although the minority carrier concentrat ion may be

higher than c—Si diodes, it can still be neglected for most

analyses

.

1L * Fi jay* of World

Knowledge of electronic properties of the metal/semiconductor

contacts is of crucial importance for the basic under stand ing of

the Schottky barrier formation. Over the last 15 years, numerous

studies regarding the metal /a-S i : H Schottky barriers have been

developed. It is evident from the previous discussions so far,

that there are still contradictory reports on the carrier

transport mechanisms in Schottky diodes. Efforts have been made to

characterize the transport mechanism and both thermionic emission

and diffusion have been proposed. Thus there remains a controversy

on whether the dark I—V characteristics, under forward bias, is

governed by the diffusion limited transport or thermionic emission

limited transport. As the determination of barrier height strongly

depends on what carrier transport theory being used, it is

necessary for the proper char ac ter i zat i on of the metal/a-Si:H

contacts to identify the most dominant mechanism working In a-Si:H

Schottky diodes. The usual practice of calculating the barrier



height of a-Si:H Schottky diodes uses the saturation current,

1^‘s, obtained from the extrapolation of dark I—V curves is not a

reliable method of characterizing the Schottky junction. This 'is

because the usual exponential equation 1=1 [ exp (qV/kT)— 1]s

, deviates from the experimental dark I-V data. This discrepancy

between theory and experiment is attributed to the high dark bulk

resistance of undoped a—SisH. To minimize this effect in

determination, I is derived from the linear fit of ln(I ) vs V
s s

(1) to a limited number of I-V data paints at lower biases, where

bulk series resistance effect is considered negligible. However

the choice of range of data points for this linear fit involves a

3E
lot of subjectivity. To avoid such complexity, Wronski a.1

havesuggested an alternative way of finding I from the dependence

of short circuit current , I ,
and open circuit voltage, V ,

on
sc ac

the intensity af volume absorbed light. It, however, becomes

problematic at higher temperatures where V
QC

goes down to as law

as the thermal energy of the carriers (3kT/q>.

We, therefore, have undertaken a comprehensive study of dark

I-V character 1st ics under forward bias, and tried to make it more

trustworthy for its traditional use for the determination of

barrier height of Schottky diodes on a—Si:H. Chapter III is fully

devoted to this goal.

Further, ac behaviour of Schottky diodes on a—SI:H is the

most important to understand its device properties and material



properties as well. Various complex models have been advanced to

explain and predict ac behaviour. Improvements are still going an

to get a simple predictable model. We have given details of

capacitive behaviour in chapter IV.

Finally the system gold/a-Si:H has received a special

33interest . Because of its important applications in practical

devices, and because it is a fundamental and attractive subject, a

growing interest in formation of Au Schottky barriers on a-Si:H

has developed recently.



CHAPTER II

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

This chapter gives the details of experiments, and describes

the principle and measurement procedures. Thin metallic films of

Au are deposited, by thermal evaporation under high ( < 10 ^torr)

vacuum, on freshly etched and clean undoped a-Si:H surface. Dark

and photo I —V measurements are taken at various temperatures under

high vacuum. Internal photoemission of electrons into the a-S i :

H

is carried out under different biases. Static capacitance and

conductance measurements as a function of both frequency and bias

are performed at room temperature.

2. i Ssniple Description:

34*

We took well character ized undoped a-Si:H thin film . It was

15 —o 35of low DOS (** 4-X 1 0 cm "eV *) near midgap and prepared by dc

glow discharge decomposition of pure silane. About ^ 200 § thick

layer of n
+
a~Si :H was deposited on top of the glass substrate,

precoated with indium tin oxide (ITO) as back contact, to act as a

goad ahmic contact to the subsequently deposited undoped a-Si:H

layer having thickness of ~ 4* £im. We thus got the sample in

Glass/ IT0/n
+
— i—a-Si : H structure.



the
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The fabrication of good Schottky barrier requires

semiconductor surfaces to have intimate contact with metal. For

this purpose, the surface of a-Si:H was first etched by dipping it

into 10 Vol.y* electronic grade hydrofluoric acid (HF) in methanol

for about half a minute to remove the native oxide layer grown due

to th’e surface reactivity of the film even at ambient

temperatures . Then it was quickly rinsed in deionized water to

prevent further etching. This process was repeated few times till

the native oxide was completely removed. Then the film was rinsed

in electronic grade methanol. The etched and rinsed a—Si:H film

was transferred into the vacuum chamber of the coating unit. Fig.

2.1 shows the coating unit used which contains an oil diffusion

pump and a liquid nitrogen trap. Then the a-Si : H film was dried at

o o50 C and annealed at 230 C under the base pressure :£ 10 torr for

half an hour. After this it was coaled down slowly to room

temperature under high vacuum. About 50 mg pure gold was cleaned,

dried and deposited on masked a-Si:H film by thermal evaporation.

A shutter was used to avoid pre-deposition of impurities at the

top of a—Si:H surface. Thus the Schottky barrier of typically

1.5mm to 2.0 mm diameter gold ( Au ) dots were prepared by vacuum

thermal evaporation of sem i transparent <~ 70 - 100 8 thick) Au

metal. At the time of deposition the substrate temperature was

~ 50°C. The Schottky barrier, sandwiched structuremaintained at



21

E.l. Schematic of the thermal av/annrat ion 56 1 tip



thus obtained, is shown schematically in Fig. 2.2.

2*3 Currwri"L ** Vol CX*"\0 MwSStiren*eriwS*

We have measured dark and photo I-V characteristics at room

temperature (298 K) and dark I-V as a function of temperature, in

the range from 269 K to 417 K using a liquid nitrogen cryostast

which is shown in figure 2.3. The sample temperature was measured

by a coppei— constantan thermocouple attached near the sample on

the brass block which contains a heater to heat the sample and a

passage for liquid nitrogen ( or water flow). For good electrical

ohmic contacts two specially designed probes, one of gold and

another of copper wire with spherical point tips, were used. The

whole thing was then covered by a black metallic belljar, having a

glass window on the top through which light can be shone on the

sample. All the measurements were taken under vacuum better than ~

10
5torr

.

For photo measurements light was shone from a 100 watt

-Etungsten halogen lamp having intensity of ^ 34mW cm on the

sample top glass window. The open circuit voltage (V^^) and short

circuit current (I ) were measured by Keithley model 617
sc

electrometer . Neutral density filter were used to vary the

Intensity of incident light on the sample. In case of I—

V

measurements at a fixed temperature, diode current was measured at

different dc biases ranging from -2 . 0 V to +2.0 V using the same





Keithley model 617 electrometer and its inbuilt voltage source..

For below room temperature measurements liquid nitrogen was passed

through the sample holder at a controlled rate, whereas for high

temperatures the sample was heated using a heater under control led

rate. The thermocouple voltages were measured using Keithley model

197 multimeter. The temperature was allowed to rise slowly. The

system was allowed to have its electronic processes fully in

thermal equilibrium keeping it at a desirable fixed temperature

for about 15 - 20 minutes before any measurement at that

temperature was done.

2.4 Internal Photo Emission CIPE!) Measurements:

Internal photo emission is considered as the most reliable

method for Schottky barrier height ( ) determination. A well

calibrated ORIEL tungsten -arc-halogen lamp fitted with grating,

which provides reasonable intensity light over wide range of

wavelength from 600 - 1400 nm was taken as light source. A

calibrated Si-photodiode sensitive to the wavelengths (X) ranging

from 700 - 1100 nm ,
was used for intensity measurements. A thin

a-Si:H film was used as filter to exclude all the wavelengths 700

< X > 1100 nm thus minimizing the stray light effects. The photo

currents at a particular bias were measured with different

incident photon energies 1.13 ^ E ^ 1.77 eV, using Keithley model

617 electrometer and its inbuilt voltage source. When the bias



voltage was changed, about half* an hour was given to any slow

process -for relaxing before further measurement was made. The same

reading was taken for different dc bias ranging from +1.0

-2.0 V.

2. 5 tsrxCw M,r*dl Conducisncw Mwssursiiisntrs

*

V to

The details of this technique are discussed in Chapter IV.



CHAPTER III

CARRIER TRANSPORT IN SCHOTTKY BARRIERS

This chapter describes the results and discussion on

determination Schattky barrier height, <£ . Here we first explain

the theory of each individual measurement technique and proceed to

experimental results and their discussions- The # ,
obtained

directly from the dark I—V characteristics measured as a function

of temperature, is quite law (0.82 eV for diffusion theory), which

is discussed in the section 3.1. This law value of is found to

be due to some unknown leakage currents which are extracted out by

a simple model for computer simulation along with the bulk

resistance, R , of the a-Si:H. This model offers us excellent

results for I , comparable to the value obtained from

I —V measurements as a function of intensity of volume absorbed
sc oc

light, and thereby yields accurate 4>, ( 0.89 ev for diffusion
D

theory). It also gives the approximate bulk activation energy, E

using series resistance obtained from simulation, a complete

picture of which is given in section 3.2. Finally section 3.3 is

devoted to internal photoemission measurements which can be

considered as crucial in ident if Icat ion of the actual carrier

transport mechanism over a-Si:H Schottky barriers. IPE gives mosi

reliable and accurate <£ . Therefore, transport mechanism whictr

gives close to that obtained from IPE measurements should b€



the most dominant at the Schottky barrier junctions. We argue here

that the diTTusion theory is the likely carrier transport

mechanism over the Schottky barriers on a—Si sH.

The character istic parameters used to characterize a Schottky

barrier are the barrier height ideality -factor (n) , reverse

saturation current (I ) as a -function of reverse bias (V ), and

bending potential (or difTusion potential ,V^) . Some o-f these are

called static parameters which deal with the potential

distribution, and some are transport parameters which relate to

the movement of carriers between the semiconductor and metal, and

others are known as mixed parameters which include both static and

transport behaviour

.

In this chapter we are concerned with extraction oT these

Schottky diode parameters and interpretation o-f results so

obtained.

3.1 Current —Vol tag!31 disracteristics

s

3.1.1 Theory at I-V Characteristics:

The -forward—bias I—V character istics is the most used

method o-f characterizing a semiconductor junction. Moreover,

because of the high resistivity (p) of" undoped a—Si:H, I—

V

measurements proved to be the most reliable method of

determination of Schottky barrier height ) . In the case for

crystalline semiconductor^, the Schottky diode equation can be

written as



I ( 1 )= I^exp
(
qV/nkT ) Cl - exp ( -qV/kT )

]

where I s is the reverse saturation current, n the ideality “factor,

q the electronic charge and k the Boltzmann constant. This

equation is usually written as

I = I exp(qV/nkT) ( 2 )

s

and this expression is a good approximation for V >3kT/q. These

equations upto this point are independent of whether the current

transport is thermionic emission or diffusion limited. The

behaviour of ideality factor n can lead to some insight regarding

16 7
the current transport mechanism ?

. For instance, if the

forward—bias current transport across uniform metal /semiconductor

junction is limited by thermionic emission theory, then n will be

near unity. If, however, the transport is diffusion limited, the

recomb inat ion In depletion region can then cause n to vary between

1 and 2. The details of diffusion limited transport have been

36modeled by Chen and Lee . It should, however, be noted that even

If the current is diffusion limited but no recombination occurs in

depletion region n will still approach unity. Far junction due to

inhamogenei t ies ,
the barrier height may vary from place to place

37
and the I-V measurements will exhibit a high n value . Although

all of the transport processes may be occurring in Schottky

diodes, the I—V measurements will usually be dominated by one of

the mechanisms which provides the highest resistance to the

transport. Besides recombination and diffusion— 1 imited transport,



lateralthere are several other effects like -interface layer,

inhomogeneities and field dependence of the barrier which increase

the value of n.

If the forward-bias characteristics are predominantly due to

thermionic emission then,

?
I = A A T exp ( -q0 / kT ) ( 3 )

S D

where A is the effective area of the diode, the effective

Schottky barrier height (including image force lowering), and A

the Richardson constant corrected for electron diffraction and

reflection at the barrier- Thus to obtain <p. It is necessary to

Emeasure the temperature dependence of 1^ and then plot lnCI^/T )

vs 1/T which should result in a straight line. This slope will

yield
D

If the crrier transport is diffusion limited then the

temperature dependence of 1^ is given by

I = q N yt E exp(-q# /kT> 4 )

S C LI P

where
t
u is the electron mobility, is the maximum field at the

surface, and N is the effective density of states (DOS) in the
* c

conduction band (CB). Hence a plot of In (I ) vs 1/T can be used^ s

to verify diffusion-1 imi ted transport mechanism and the slope will

yield <£, .



3.1.2 I-V Results:

Fig. 3.1 shows the log ( I ) vs V plots at room temperature (298

K) tor both -forward and reverse bias. This clearly indicates very

good Schottky behaviour with high rect ification ratio ( ~ 4X10^

at 2.0 V dc bias voltage), X = 2.1X10 *^Amp , and the ideality

-factor (n) equal to 1.28. Since the good quality undoped a—Si :

H

has very high resistivity, n obtained -from I—V measurements is not

much accurate. To overcome this we used short circuit current! )
sc

38and open circuit voltage <V ) relation :

I = I exp(qV /nkT)

which is, at room temperature, illustrated in Fig. 3.E. In this

—13
case n = 1.10 and I = 1.50X10 Amp. This low value of n

s

indicates the high qual ity of Schottky barr ier junctions

fabricated by us.

Figs. 3.3 and 3.4 show current—voltage characteristics as a

function of temperature under forward and reverse bias conditions,

respectively. Reverse bias currents at temperatures below < 398 K

are too low to measure accurately. So reverse bias I—

V

character istics are not shown. These plots also show a good

Schottky diode behaviour with slow decrease in n—values throughout

the temperature range. Ideality factor, n, obtained from dark I—

V

plots, lies between 1.1 to 1.4 in the temperature range from 369 K

to 417 K. Now Fiq. 3.5 illustrates both logCI^) vs 1/T and log

3
( I /T > vs 1/T plots with I values obtained from the

s s







FORWARD BIAS

Fig. 3.3. The forward-bias characteristics of dark I-V

measured as a function of temperature.
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extrapolation of forward log ( I ) vs V curves to current axis at V =

O. The values of barrier height obtained using two different

mechanisms differ by about 0.06 eV; # = 0.76 eV for thermionic

emission theory and <£= 0.8S eV for diffusion theory. Here we
D

should notice two important points: -first, the value oT Schottky

barrier height, is less than expected, and secondly the

extrapolated Tits equally well to both the thermionic emission

and the difTusion limited theory . Thus we are uncertain about the

actual transport mechanism. Similar observations have been made by

37others . However, they simply ignored it as experimental error

involved in their measurements over the temperature range.

Considering the Tact that due to high bulk resistance oT the

undoped a—Si :H, high—Torward-b ias-diode-current is Tully

controlled by it, we deduced the series resistance, Tram high

forward bias data and then Titted the exponential expression,

R^CT) = R^expCE^/kT) in Fig. 3.6. This Tits well and yields the

activation energy, E , as 0.53 eV, which is quite smaller than
CL

that expected Tor the case oT coplanar structure. In Tact, this

discrepancy implies that quasi Fermi level in space charge region

Tor a Schottky diode under high Torward bias deTTers Tram the

Fermi level in neutral bulk region.

Again we can see in Fig 3.2 that I-V measurements and I -V
sc oc

measurements diTTer in both the ideality Tactor, n, and saturation

current, 1^. These diTTerences had been attributed mainly to high



Rs

(Ohm)



bulk resistance, R . If that were the case then there should haves

been no discrepancy between these two measurement techniques in

the bias range where the effect of R
& is expected to be quite

insignificant. We, therefore, feel that during I—V measurements,

some leakage currents are flowing across the barrier. For the

first time we tried to separate these leakage currents so that we

could get more accurate values of <p, from the most used I—

V

measurement method

.

3.2 Modeling for I-V Relationship and Simulation:

3.2.1 Development of I-V relation:

As we have seen that equation (2) does not -fit experimental

points for bias more than 0.2V. Thus, the barrier height found by

straight line fitting of log (I) vs V becomes subjective in so far

as selection of bias range used. As pointed out in the previous

chapter, we used computer fitting to extract those leakage

currents and parameters such as R which cause the deviation from
s

equation <E>. We implemented such an approach in the form of

computer programme as described below. Equation used by Donova 1 &t

al in crystalline case is

I = I -C exp C q < V — R I ) /nkT 1 — 13-
s s

+1 £ exp C q ( V — R I > /2kT 1 - 1 >
g 5

But the above equation does not work in a-~Si:H case because of

comparatively large localized DOS in gap. These localized states

increase thermally assisted tunneling. To take this into account



we have added a third term and included n for associated leakage

currents, so the equation now turns into the form:

I = I £ exp C q ( V - R I >/nkT 1 - 1 >s s

+1 € exp C q < V - R I > /EkT 1 - 1 >
g s

+ I. exp C q < V - R I >/E 3 ( 7 )
t ^ M so

where 1^ is same as equation (1), 1^, 1^. and E
q

are three leakage

parameters. The former two are strongly temperature dependent and

third one is very weakly temperature dependent. Second and first

term of equation (7) resemble carrier recombination in depletion

region and tunneling of electrons across the barrier respectively

in crystalline case.

3.2.2 Simulation Procedure:

We computed the values of R
g , 1^, 1^. & E

o
in two steps:

1. In the first step a suitable combination of R , I ,1 with I =
s s g x

0, was found. For this following steps were followed.

a) After choosing a suitable range of I—V data for linear fit to

equation (1) a least square fit was made in order to somewhat

minimize the subjectivity involved in getting I g
from intercept at

V = 0.

b ) This extrapolated value of I and R obtained from high forward
s s

bias region ( i.e. ohmic region ) were defaulted in proqramme as a

first approximation for the next iterations.

E. In second stage we fixed up R , and I and then a suitable
= q



combination of t>-. I and obviously n was found out to -fit the

expprimental points over wide range of forward bias C 0 < V < 0.7

V ) for equation (7).

Thus the saturation currents ( I ) at different temperatures

were obtained. Then the value of barrier height, cp. , was evaluated
D

using both thermionic emission theory and diffusion theory,

3.2.3 Simulation Results:

Fig. 3.7 shows the computer generated curves (solid lines)

fit to the experimental data (circles) at room temperature- The

set of various parameters at room temperature cited in Fig. 3.6

“12
are: n = 1.27, I = 1.53X10 amp. These simulated results show

two interesting relations: first, the value of n (=1.27) is equal

to the value obtained directly from log(I) vs V plot at room

temperature. second, computed equals that obtained from

I “V measurements. It ia also important to note two further
sc oc

points: first, since I obtained from I -V measurements results^ * s sc oc

in correct value of barrier height, our simulation process

gives more accurate Schottky barrier height; second, the processes

associated with current flowing through Schottky junctions under

forward bias and under light illumination are not all the same.

Fig.. 3.7 shows that the computed curve exceeds the experimental

curve at higher forward biases. This has been reflected throughout

our wide measurement temperature range as illustrated in Fig. 3. 8.



Room Temperature (298K)

Fig. 3.7. A typical -fit of the experimental room

temperature I-V data (symbols) by simulation

procedure ( solid lines).
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Fig. 3.0. A comparison of computer generated I-V curves

(solid lines) with experimental forward bis

I-V characteristics measured (symbols) as a

function of temperature.



This can be due to the bias dependence oT R^, which the equation

(7) did not take into account . The results obtained in the

simulation are summarized in the tables 3.1 and 3.2.

The saturation current, 1^ and the series resistance, , as

expected, are strongly temperature dependent. Fig. 3. 9 depicts the

d iffusion theory and the thermionic emission theory Tit to the

simulated I<_ while the log (R^ ) vs 1/T curve is illustrated in Fig.

3.10, which yields the activation energy, = 0.53 eV. The

activation energy, E , thus obtained, is close to that obtaineda

from high forward bias bulk resistance, R^, In Fig. 3.10 all the

points fit beautifully to the expression R^(T> = R^exp (E^/kT) » The

temperature dependence of I paints to its origin from carrier

recombinations in the depletion region. Rate of carrier

recombinations increase with temperature due to increase in

capture cross section. The change in the parameter with

temperature implies that the leakge current is due to

thermionic-field emission tunnelling. For thermionic—field

emission tunnelling, I
^
actually becomes a complicated function of

temperature, bias, barrier height and semiconductor parameters.

Almost constant value of n over the temperature range 398 K to 397

K implies that the temperature dependent nonlinear process has

been covered by the temperature dependence of 1^ , 1^, and . High

n at low temperature (369 K) can attributed to field assisted

processes such as, field emission tunnelling, hopping etc. A small



Table 3^_1 . Summary of results obtained from simulation.

T K I (A)5 Rs (£3) n I (A)
9 V A) E (eV)

o

369
—14

8.60x10 3.63xl06 1.48 8.20xl0_1S 7.3xlO_1S 0.033

383
—1 *5

3.10x10 5.5BxlOS 1.37 8.3Oxl0“14
-14

3.1x10 0.030

398
—131.53x10 E.59xl05 1.37 1.39xl0

_12 —1 '3

6.6x10 0.034

334 3.45xl0~ 1

1

4.65x10^ 1.36 1.46xl0
-11 -IE8.1x10 0.037

347 1.71xl0
_1° 1.42x10^ 1.36 9.67xl0~11

4. IxlO
-11

0.038

371 1.09xl0~°9 4.59xl03 1.35 5.63xl0
_1° 3.3xl0

_10
0.039

397 6.14xl0_O9 1 .61xl03 1.35 3.50xl0~09 9.6xl0
-10

0.041

417
«AO

3.39x10 6.94xl03 1.33 3.11xl0~08 1.8xl0~°9 0.041

Table 3 .3. Results of" barrier height and activation energy-

obtained from various technique (DT indicates diffusion theory,

TET indicates thermionic emission theory)

From direct I—V Plot
(eV)

From Simulation
(eV)

From IPE
(eV)

S3

•o- (DT) 0.83 0.89
0 . 92±0 . 03

*b (TET) 0.76 0.83

E
a

0.51 0.53



(Amp)

FROM SIMULATION

/T
2

(Amp





increase in n at highest measuring temperature seems anomalous. It

could be attributed to experimental errors.

We, therefore, can see that the computer modeling, after

taking into account the established processes, offers good

Schottky parameters , and at the same time implies that some more

nonlinear processes other than recomb inat ion and tunnelling may be

present as discussed in next discussion section.

3.3 Internal Photo Emission CIPED:

3.3.1 Theory of IPE:

Internal photo emission (IPE) is a component of the photo

response of the diode. Several optical transitions can contribute

to the photo response as shown in Fiq. 3.11. Here ‘A* represents

the IPE in which light is absorbed in the metal and the electron

is photoemi tted into the a-Si:H. With the diode under reverse bias

the electron transits the a-3i:H and is collected at the back

contact. The IPE, as shown in fig. 3-11, turns on at energies less

than the band to band absorption. Since the electron mean free

path (mfp) in metal is small 30 ft), it is necessary to

illuminate the metal near the interface. For photons with energy

greater than bandgap, and when significant light intensity exists

in the a-Si:H, optical band to band absorption will occur. Since

these carriers are excited into the extended states, they will be

collected and contribute to the photo response. This process is

represented by 1 B 1

-



Fig. 3.11. A schematic of the optical transitions that

contribute to the photoresponse of a-Si:H

Schottky diodes, (a) internal photoemission;

(b) optical band-to-band transition; (C)

localized to extended state absorption; and

(D) absorption in the doped layer.



There is subgap absorption indicated by process # C‘, which

may contribute to the photo response and mask the IPE. Here ‘C* is

a transition -from occupied localized states below Fermi level to

unoccupied extended states and s D a is a transition in the heavily

doped back contact region. Since transition 1 C 1

, observed in

optical absorption spectra, occurs in the same energy region as

the IPE, it might become difficult to distinguish IPE current from

the subgap photoconduction current - The transitions in the heavily

doped back contact involve extended states, and their (electron

and hole) collection is more probable than the transitions

involving localized states. But in order to contribute to

photacurrent , the hole must transit the sample before its

recombination- Since hole mobilities are lower, recombination with

photoemi tted electrons is likely, and so transition D will be

suppressed

.

The theory of IPE was originally worked out by Fowler- The

photo emission yield <Y) per incident photon exhibits a wavelength

7
dependence described by

S
Y (hv) = B (hv - 0. ) for hi> > 4>.

b

= 0 for hv <

where B is a constant determined by absorption of the metal and

the probability of photaemission into the semiconductor . Thus the

1/E
extrapolation of the plot Y vs photon energy (E) known as

Fowler plot, to Y = 0, will give the barrier height <£b
- The first

( 8 )



IPE results for a—SisH Schottky barriers were reported by Wronsk

i

mAt aL in 1980- Their spectrum illustrated in Fig « 3-18 has two

components: the strong absorption at E > 1.4 eV due to band to

band transitions (process B) and weaker feature at E < 1-4 eV due

to IPE (also sub gap to extended band adsorptions, process C) .

1/8They had got Y vs E plot as a straight line for Cr and Pd- But

48
Nemanich et a.1 did not get a good straight line fit to IPE data

on well character ized Pt/a—SisH samples- Because of the high

barrier of their Pt/a—Si :H junction, IPE did not turn on until

near the band to band transitions, which along with other

transitions tends to make the analysis more difficult- Some time,

1/3 43 1/8
in fact, Y dependence might be found instead of Y . This

dependence is expected for a thin oxide or insulator film between

the materials (M/S) - It should be noted that 4>. obtained from I—

V

measurements results in the zero temperature limit, whereas the

IPE determines <p, at the measured temperature. It has been found
b

41
that the IPE measurement is independent of temperature . Although

there might have remained controversy over whether the

measurements indeed represented IPE, a recent study on IPE of

3E 44
electrons as well as holes by Wranski et al ’

, where they have

also found mobility gap 1.89 eV at room temperature) of a—Si:H

using Pt, Pd and Ni/a-Si:H diodes, conclusively establishes the

IPE process in a-Si:H. Fig. 3.13. shows the Fowler plot for their

measurements
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.IE. Photoresponse of a—Si:H Schottky diodes under

(a) forward bias and (b) reverse bias.
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3.3.2 IPE Results:

A normalized photo response (or yield, Y> vs. photo energy

(E) is platted in Fig. 3.14 on log—normal graph scale for all

biases. This figure shows three different absorption regions: the

region, for E >1.7 eV is marked by A and corresponds to band to

band transitions (process B) . In this region photo energy (E)

becomes too high relative to band to band absorption and hence

photo absorption goes to saturation for E > 1.8 as shown in Fig.

3.14. The linear portion, B, indicates strong absorption for photo

energy 1.7 > E > 1.4 eV, but decreases as E decreases. This is

because the photon absorption takes place due to localized band

tail states to extented states transitions and as photon energy

decreases number of states avilable in band tail reduces. Taking

exponential band tail the slope of linear portion of log(Y) vs E

plot gives us the conduction band tail parameter as 37 meV, The

third and all important C represents weak absorption for photo

energy E < 1.4 eV. In this region IPE occurs, some subgap

absorption may also be present where energy equals the barrier

1/3
height. In this region Fowler plot, (Y — E> shown in Fig. 3.15

results in as 0.93+0.03 eV

.

b —

The log(Y) vs E plot for forward bias ( = + 1.0 V) along

with zero bias is demonstrated in Fig. 3.16. Unlike Fig. 3.13 no

interference fringe appeared here. Th is is because of high sample

thickness (2s 4 pm). As seen from Fig. 3.16, in IPE region the
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Fig. 3.14. Measured normalized photoresponse platted

with photon energy as a function of applied

reverse bias across the Au/a-Si:H junction.



Fig. 3.15. Fowler plots as a function of reverse bias

applied to the Au /a—S i : H Schottky barrier.
Also shown its field dependence.





photoresponse curve for V—i-l.O V remains almost constant. This can

be attributed to large dark forward current and relatively weak

photon absorption. This could have been overcome by taking IPE

measurements using a light chopper.

3.4 Discussions on I-V, Simulations, and IPE Results:

So far in the previous three sections we have presented the

details of results obtained by different techniques. First of all

the results obtained at room temperature (Fig. 3.1) show very good

rectification properties, which demonstrate the good quality of

Schottky barrier diodes. This has also been reflected throughout

the temperature range of measurement (E69 K < T < 417 K) (Fig. 3.3

and 3.4). The diode parameters, n and 1^, are of significant

importance. They may imply different carrier transport processes

in Schottky barrier diode. The diode ideality factor, n, is 1.E7

for dark I—V and 1.10 for I —V measurements at room
sc oc

temperature. This discrepancy in n has been attributed to the bulk

series resistance of the diode because I —V measurementssc ac

automatically exclude the bulk resistance effect. While in the

other case series resistance effects alter the I—V characteristics

by reducing the applied bias voltage across the barrier by an

amount IR . Had R only been responsible for this difference in n„
s s

we would have expected the equation (1) (or (S) ) to fit ^ sc
“^

oc

data except when V is replaced by (V— IR^>- In fact, this works in



case erf crystalline Schottky barriers. But our results show that

it is not true for amorphous Schottky barriers. In Fig. 3.E one

can see that at low forward bias, where effects of R are

completely ignorable, dark I-V and photo I-V characteristics did

not coincide. This implies the presence of some additive effects,

which may not be present in I —V character ist ics, besidessc oc

series resistance effect. These effects contribute to the increase

in the value if I and thereby increase n in order to fit the

equation (E) . Therefore, saturation currents derived from the

straight line fitting of ln<I)-V plots lead to significantly

incorrect value of barrier height. It generally results in a

smaller value of 0^. Hence it is necessary to separate the above

mentioned additive currents along with the bulk resistance effect

from I—V measurement. Further they make the fit to equation (1> or

(E) worse at higher bias voltages where they become more

oredominant. Taking these into account theoretical fit to

experimental data improves and one obtains the barrier height from

these. Fig. 3,6 and 3.7 exhibit mare or less good match between the

computed best fit and experimental curves. Also, the diode

parameters derived from simulation method are more reliable than

those obtained from simple I—V plots. The value of from this

simple technique is higher and more accurate compared to I—V plot.

—IS
Again, I (from simulation) = 1.53X10 Amp and I (from I —V>

.

’ s s sc oc



= 1-50X10 Amp at room temperature- This implies that results

obtained “from the simulation technique are more accurate and

closer to actual values, since I —V measurements yield moresc oc

accurate and reliable barrier height. But it should be noted that

computed I-V curve exceeds the experimental I-V curve at higher

biases CV V) . It happens over the whole temperature range

(Fig. 3.7 8c 3.8). This is attributed to the bias dependence of

series resistance, R , which tends to increase at higher biases.

But our simulation technique has assumed R
s
as constant over the

bias range. So the value of obtained through simulation is some

average of its value over the bias range. Therefore the estimated

value of R becomes less than the actual value of R at hiqhs s 3

forward bias where its effect is more predominant. Fig. 3.10

exhibits very good R^ vs 1/T fit to equation R
s = R^expCE^/kT)

with E , activation energy, equal to 0.53 eV . Exactly the same
3L

value of E has been obtained -from from high -forward bias dark I—

V

a

data (Fig- 3,6). This might seem less than expected on coplanar

structure* where depletion region is extended over the whole

thickness oT a—Si:H layer and quasi Fermi level Tor electrons

moves upward (i.e., towards conduction band) throughout the bulk

when Schottky junction is forward biased- We, therefore, get the

activation energy as a difference between the extended band and

quasi Fermi level- When the voltage across the sample is changed

from to and corresponding current is changed from 1^ to 1^,



then the shift in quasi Fermi level (AEp^)^5 can be given by

AEpn = kTln(IsV 1
/I

1
Vs )

O.S8 eV Jfor ^ =0.1 V = 1 V, ^ /^^10
5

and T=300KJ
'»

So the activation energy corresponding to neutral bulk region is

approximately (0.53 + 0.S8) eV or 0.81 eV. Moreover Schottky

junction properties are very much sensitive to the metal used in

A/.
contact. It has been reported by numerous groups that E differs

in two Schottky barriers on the same a-Si:H but with different

metals. The activation energy is also dependent on structure as

well as its preparation technique. Therefore, activation energy in

neutral bulk region of a-Si:H is expected to be different from the

active Schottky structure. We now consider the decisive results

of internal photoemission (IPE) on the very same diode (#4). Fig.

3.14 demonstrates the feature of IPE similar to that reported in

Fig. 3.12. The band tail parameter <E
Q

) is calculated from the

slope of the linear portion of log(Y) vs E plots, assuming the

exponential relation exp(—E/E^). The value of E^ obtained is 27

meV. Therefore it conclusively establishes the occurrence of IPE

in our Schottky diodes. Fig. 3.15 gives us the Schottky barrier

height, <£_ as 0.92 eV at zero bias. It also clearly illustrates
D

the dependence of" i>. on reverse bias- This bias dependence o*f 4>,

b d

arises from the image force lowering effect as discussed in

Chapter I. Recalling the results af dark I-V characteristics, we



the value ofnote two interesting facts simultaneously. First,

<£b » equal to 0.9E agrees well with barrier obtained from diffusion

theory rather than thermionic emission theory. Therefore it

automatically favours the diffusion theory. Second, it also

demonstrates the validity of our simple simulation technique for

better determination of Schottky barrier height and other

associated diode parameters.

One may wonder as to why the simulated value of n instead of

improving worsens a bit through simulation. But this can easily be

explained if we view Fig. 3.17 carefully. In this figure, n

obtained directly from the slope of dark I-V characteristics

decreases considerably with increasing temperature whereas

computed n remains constant ever the wide range of temperatures

except at very high and very low temperatures. The temperature

dependent additive currents decrease n by straightening the dark

ln(I)—V characteristics as their effects increase with

temperature. Therefore, since simulation minimizes the temperature

dependence of n by extracting 1^ , 1^ and E
Q

out of dark I—V data,

n is almost constant with temperature. But increased value of n at

much below room temperature can be assigned to low temperature

W1phenomena , such as hopping conduction, field-emission tunneling

etc

.

Thus we summarize the results and discussion by highlighting

the fallowing points:
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1, Our Au Schottky diodes on undoped a-Si:H, have lbw n ( < 1.1

) and high rectification ratio ( > io
5

at S.o V ).

2, The saturation current, Is , obtained -from the dark I-V

measurements under forward bias is not adequate to characterize

the Schottky barrier . The saturation current ( 1^ ) includes the

effect of bulk resistance and leakage currents, and thereby

increases the barrier height <p, .— - - • - D

3, We show that a simple computer simulation does help.

Moreover it also provides insight into carrier transport and

related phenomena, such as strong bias dependence of bulk

resistance.

The saturation currents obtained directly from the

extrapolation of dark I-V character ist ics as well as -from

simulation, -fit equally well to both thermionic emission theory

and diffusion theory. It is shown that forward bias dark I—

V

character ist ics cannot distinguish between these two carrier

transport mechanisms over a-Si : H Schottky barriers.

5. However, it is found that the results of Internal

photaemission (IPE) favour diffusion theory for carrier transport

over the Schottky barriers. The ^ obtained from IPE measurements

agrees well, within experimental error, with that obtained from

our simple model from computer simulation, using diffusion theory.
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CAPACITANCE AND CONDUCTANCE MEASUREMENTS

While the current—voltage (I—V) characteristics of an amorphous

silicon diode exhibit properties more or less similar to those of

crystalline silicon, the capacitance properties are distinctly

different- A commonly used measurement for characterizing Schottky

barrier on crystalline silicon is capacitance-voltage (C-V), where

2standard plotting 1/C versus V is used to obtain the built-in

potential, , from the intercept to the voltage axis- Because of

the large concentrat ion of deep localized states in the gap this

standard analysis does not work in a-Si:H case. The analysis of

C-V data is dependent on the gap states densities and hence the

barrier profiles- Hence the measurement of density of localized

gap states or simply density of state (DOS) in the gap has

attracted the attention from the beginning of this field of

science and technology.

But our motivation is not so much the estimation of DOS in the

gap as consistent interpretat ion of ac measurements on the same

sample. In this chapter we describe the results and its

interpretat ion of ac response obtained from simultaneous

measurements of capacitance and conductance as a function of both

frequency and bias. By analyzing these data at varying bias, one

can, in principle, study both the spatial and energy dependence of



DOS . The sp 3 fc i 3 1 vst- i 3 f ion p&i""fciculc&n ly close to "the interfeces

can be studied on going down to very lava frequency measurements.

Thus through capacitance and conductance measurements one can

obtain information regarding both the interface and bulk

properties. It is found that dc and ac measurements on the same

Schottky barrier do give consistent results.

A 1 TKc»»%r-v«
—W • * * * %mf *» Jf •

The formation of Schottky barrier on crystalline

semiconductors is well established. However, transferring similar

ideas to the situation of amorphous materials is quite complicated

due to the presence of large density of states (DOS) in the gap.

Nevertheless, it can be used, at least for undoped amorphous

semiconductors with no loss of validity except that the role of

the dopants is taken over by the presence of localized states in

the barrier region. At thermal equilibrium, these localized states

in the bulk are considered electrically neutral when the states

above the Fermi level are filled and the states below the Fermi

level are empty. Towards the metal /a-Si : H interface, Fermi level

lies deeper in the gap with respect to conduction band edge as

bending occurs upwards. As a result some of the states which are

below Fermi level in the bulk, now lie above it in the interfacial

region. At thermal equilibrium all states above the Fermi level

are empty and hence are charged thereby giving rise to a space



charge in the barrier region. Fig. l.Sd shows a schematic of

energy band diagram for a metal/a-SisH Schottky barrier, in the

space charge region the bands bend resulting in spatial variation

of barrier potential <V(x)), which has a maximum at the

metal /a-Si :H interface.

Consider now the ac response of a Schottky barrier diode.

Fig. 4.1 is drawn for the ac half cycle in which the metal is

connected to negative bias. The electrons are released from deep

states at A in the barrier region (depletion region) and

transferred to the Fermi level, E- , in the back contact. As

modeled by Gibb and Long
1

this process can be considered as a two

stage process: the first involving the transfer of electron to a

band state at the edge of the Schottky barrier at B; and the

second involving the drift to the back contact and de-excitation.

The stage-I has been treated using the standard perturbed

rate-equilibrium method leading to a Debye response for the

process of the form Cl + iwTl *, where is the angular frequency of

the signal, i is -/-l, and t is the relaxation time given in terms

of the relaxation rates for the process A — B and B A by

t
1 = 6>

,
+ tii. (4.1)

ab ba

The contribution of the state A to the charge released from the

barrier as a function of o> depends, therefore on the real part of

the Debye response, i.e, on Cl+to t ] . The rate determining term



Fig. 4.1. Deep state trap release under (reverse)

perturbing bias dV
s

zero dc bias.



t will be that involving thermal excitation of the electron into

the conduction band (E^) . Due to the barrier pro-file as shown in

Fig. 4-.l> this rate will vary with position and hence t (x) at x

from metal /a—Si :H inter-face can be given in the following formi

r (x)=r
0
expC (E

c
-E

F
+qV(x) ) /kT3 (4.E)

where r
Q

is an empirical rate parameter (equivalent to lattice

vibration rate in crystalline solids).

In order to calculate the over all response, assumptions

about DOS in the Schottky region have to be made. To start with,

taking a DOS at Fermi level (N ) as uniform in both space and

energy, and with the assumption that Schottky barrier is

determined by the deep states, V(x> can be directly written, -from

Paission equation, as

V(x) = V
s
exp(-x/L) (4.3)

where

L = Cl/qX*/NF)
l/2

(4.4)

with £ being the static permittivity of a—Si:H and the barrier

potential at metal/a-Si:H interface.

L is called the Debye length or screening length in the

a—Si:H. When an ac signal is applied, will change by an amount

dV
s

* Assuming that the perturbation voltage -follows the same

functional relation as the internal bias voltage, the change in



V ( x) at x in the depletion region becomes

dV<x> = dV^exp ( -x/L> (4.5)

With this change Fermi level will be lowered (or raised ) and the

charge density p(x) will be increased (or decreased) by dp(x). By

lowering (or raising) Fermi level, the electronic states are

vacated (or filled), thus creating ( or reducing) the amount of

space charge. The number of states vacated (or filled) equals the

increase (or reduction) in the charge, so

dp(x) = qNpCqdV(x)] = q^N
(

_dV(x) (4.6)

Using equations (4.3) - (4.6) we can calculate the charge dQ

introduced or removed from the barrier by the potential change

dV , and if C and are the differential barrier capacitance and
S 3 3

its parallel conductance at particular isi, then it becomes straight

forward that

C <«)•-
5

lrn . . . dQco) .oc r KI 2 . .. ,
dx ,

tG
s
(6»/« = =

Q
S [N

Fq
exp -x/L ) ]

(a

Separating real and imaginary parts we can get

C^io) Cl F
eX P ( “X /L)

_

—
2 2

[ 1+0) T ( X ) ]



and

or CS<U ) = c
0 t l--gg Inc

1 +( 0>T' 1

)
£

1 + ( (AT ' )

2 }] <4. 8)

G < w> = «
2 Aqe

N_exp(-x/L) —Zill** )S U F p p J

[ l+a> T ( x) ]

rr kT _ , —1 —1C
0

,ji

~$T~ C tan <<*yr ''
) - tan (oiT' )] . . . (4.9)

where C
Q = q N

p
L = &/L ;

T
0

0

= r^exp C (E^-Ep ) /kTl

;

= t exp [ ( E -E +qV )/kTl
0 c F s

= T^expCqV /kT2

h -•..(4.10)

Here and throughout this work capacitances and conductances are

expressed per unit area- Fig. 4.2 shows the general shape of

when plotted as a function of 1 n(ta) at various T and V . As
s

evident from the equation (4.8) C_ tends to at low frequency

and tends to 0 at high frequency. At intermediate frequencies

there is a region of linear dependence which, if plotted to

frequency axis, has an intercept value . The shift in intercept

at C =0 with T can be found from bulk activation energy,
s

All the above calculations have been done for zero dc bias.

However, these calculations can be extended to describe the

situation where dc bias is applied to the barrier, if the

fallowing conditions are satisfied:





(£) that the surface state density is negligible;

(ti) that the electron quasi-Fermi level is flat throughout

the barrier region; and

(ill'll) that the occupancy of the localised states is

determined by the electron quasi-Fermi level.

And then only we can expect the diode behaviour shown in Fig. 4. 2b,

where al 1 the bias curves sxtrapolate to the same intercept

frequency, since does not depend on V .

Actually the assumption that for constant N ( E ) the perturbing

signal follows the internal dc potential and drops of

exponentially over the Debye length is true only at very loi

frequencies, where states can all respond to the appliei

potential; at frequencies greater than (T^')
-i

it is necessary t>

make a more complex equation not readily salved. However, as a:

initial approach, we can use the abrupt cut-off model of Spear e:

al where the states having relaxation time greater than “"‘are

assumed not to respond to the signal potential, whereas the states

with relaxation times less than <jj
* are taken to respond fully. As

evident from equations (4.E) and <4. 3) T decreases monotonies 1 1 \|

with x; hence it is possible in the analysis to define critical

position (d) in the film where oyr(d) = 1. As a consequence, for ^

< d no states respond and for x>d every one does. This same

49 y
concept is also used by Viktovitch and Moddel

For complete solution by this cut-off model , it is necessary



to consider the back contact properties for finite sample

thickness (d
Q
). We consider the neutral back contact with dc

built-in potential identically zero at the interface. Then the

equation (4.4) can be rewritten in the form:

V(x)
sinh[ (d

Q
-x) /L]

sinh (

d Q
/ L)

On substitution of this equation (4.11) into

can get the expression for d corresponding to

- (4.11)

equation (4.3), we

frequency w as

d(to) = d -L sinh -- -

0 qV
Q

Hence, on solving exactly

differential capacitance takes the

sinh ( dg/L ) C l-ln( tor ) 3) ..(4.13)

the Poission equation the

form:

C = C
o [d/L + tanh C(d -d)/L ]]

a
(4.13)

By examinig the equation (4.13) one can get the limiting

capacitance as £/d^, the geometrical capacitance and at high

and low frequencies. The equation (4.13) shows two discontinuities

at I/^q and l/'rq

’

as evident from Fig- (4.3). These

discontinuities are the direct result of using the abrupt cut-off

model, and is obviously unphysical. Therefore it is not

straight-forward to deduce the expression for the imaginary part

of the response, i.e., the conductance. To over come these



difficulties, it has been suggested by Gibb and Long46 to use

instead of analytic solution of equation (4.13), the approximation

C = C + C < co) ;
g s G = G ( tii

)

s (4.14)
,

where C
g

is the geometric capacitance. Here the saturation

capacitance is used as Cl-L/d
Q
)C

0
in place of the full c . The

result of this approximation has been shown along with the exact

calculation in Fig. 4.3. The close agreement gives the

justification of approximation to the analytic form.

It should be noted that in all the previous calculations so

far no effect of stage II (in Fig.4.1) has been included (since an

electron emitted from a deep state has been assumed to travel

directly to the back contact). To include its effects, a finite

voltage drop necessary to drive the current through the bulk of

the material can be assumed; and this can be done by putting a

conductance 6. _ in series with the barrier elements C and G . ThebU 5 5

current flowing over the barrier can also be taken into account by

means of a conductance G in parallel with G , so that dc5v 3

resistance of the whole device is given the series combination of

G, _ and G
bO sO

.

At high frequency ( to > l/r^), where C equals the charge is

stored on the electrodes, and the film acts as a passive

dielectric. On the other hand as drops below l/r^ and the deep

states begin to contribute to the capacitance, the charge starts

transferring to the back contact through G
bQ

. These suggest that



1 2 3 Log(u/Hz) ^

Detailed models for capacitive response of the

Schottky barrier: splid line model of

capacitance; dots -+ model of Viktorovitch and

Moddel; dashes -* approximation using equation

( A'S ) and the geometrical capacitance.



if equation (4.14) is used to represent capacitance, two elements

C and C should be split up with only C in series with r,

thereby giving the ac equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 4.^. This

equivalent circuit is accurate for frequencies as <l/T • . But as

the frequency drops the field is screened from the back contact by

deep states in the Schottky barrier and the charge stored in the

back contact drops below v
s
c
g

j making the above equivalent circuit

inaccurate. This error becomes greater at low frequency when C

tends to C because C will be underestimated by a factor C-L/d-.^ U v

An alternative circuit was modeled by Beichler et al
u0

. But

in order to get a capacitance, at high os, of geometric value it is

necessary to split into two components representing Schottky

and bulk region of the film respectively, with series combination

being equal to . And this splitting runs into trouble giving

unphysical mechanism as discussed by Bibb and Long^.

As we are being restricted to high frequency region, we used

the equivalent circuit in Fig. 4.4, which represents the measured

parameters in the form:

B (as) =
rr.

C (.as)m

t Bt
Bb0<V E

b0>
* sbo"

Z[:

3 ]

[ 0)

2cj + CG
t
+ G

b0r]

CsGio/C “2cs
+ <V BbO>*l + C

g

(4.15)





can be found from

where G = G <w> + GVS 5U

The value of high frequency

measurements, where C
s

<co) drops to negligible levels; G
bO may be

approximated from Ohmic region <1-V) characteristics; and G r an
sO

be used as the static conductance of the sample. Then G and C can
5 S

be derived on solving equations <4. 15) and hence c may be deduced

from equation (4.7) to estimate at different bias voltages.

4. 2 C- V Measurements:

The capacitance (C) and conductance (G) of the sample were

measured with HP Impedance Analyzer model 4194A as a function of

frequency and dc bias. The dc bias voltage on the sample was

applied from the inbuilt voltage source of the Impedance Analyzer,

having frequency range from 100Hz to 15MHz. The oscillation level

(i.e., the ac voltage drop across the sample) of the signal was

maintained at 200 mV (r.m.s) thoughtout the measured frequency

range. The contribution from the leads and the input impedance of

the bridge were balanced out; and this balanced condition was

stored in the bridge memory to keep it active throughtout the

frequency and bias ranges. When dc bias of the sample was changed,

it was allowed to relax for typically 15/20 minutes to allow any

slow process to reach equilibrium before further measurements were

made. Care was taken for proper grounding of the circuit elements,

and to minimize the stray light effects. The static dark



capacitance and conductance, at different dc bias voltages, (-1.0V

to S.OV) were measured over frequency range 10
2
to 1Q

5
Hz,

4.3 Results and Discussions:

Fig. 4.5 shows the measured sample capacitance (C ) as a
m

function of frequency < u>) at different bias voltages., whereas the

Fig. 4.6 illustrates the measured capacitance (C ) as a function
ff)

of bias voltage at different frequencies (os). These two figures

exhibit the expected qualitative behaviour. In Fig. *t.5 measured

capacitance (C^) at particular bias decreases monotonical ly with

increasing frequency iisi) and all C
m

vs ln(&) curves tend to

converge to a particular value of C^, which is independent of

bias. This bias independent saturated value of measured

capacitance (C ) at higher frequencies is the geometrical
m

capacitance (C ) of the sample. This geometrical capacitance qives
g

the sample thickness (d
Q ), using the relation: d

0
as ^ 7/Jm.

It should be noted in Fig. 4.6 that the measured capacitance

(C ), for particular frequency <oj), remains almost constant, with

little frequency dispersion, for reverse bias, but increases very

sharply with forward bias and reaches its maximum values after

which it decreases drastically with the further increase in

forward bias to the geometrical capacitance <C
g

> of the sample.

Similar behaviour is also observed for other freguencies ( in Fig.

4.6). The height of the peak in forward bias decreases with
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Fig. 4.5. Measured capacitance (C ) and conductance (G )
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plotted as function of frequency at various

applied dc bias voltages.





increasing frequency and finally flattens at very high frequency

( sj 10 ) • But the peak position of capacitance is around 1»0 V and

it remains independent of frequency. Similar C vs Vm

characteristics were also observed by others51 ’ 52
, who explained it

as bulk series conductance effect. As forward bias increases, the

Schottky resistance (i.e.,the junction resistance) decreases and

gradually it approaches the bulk resistance. Thus when the

Schottky conductance equals the bulk conductance the peaks in C vs
m

V curves occur. With further increase in forward bias voltage, the

bulk conductance dominates the processes making the junction a

passive dielectric and hence reduces C
m

to C , the geometrical

capacitance of the sample.

The junction parameters (C & G ) are deduced from thes s

measured parameters CC &c G ) using the equations (4.15). In thismm
procedure, C^is taken from Fig. 4.5. The dc Schottky conductance

(G .) and bulk conductance (G,_> are derived from I-V
sO bO

measurements. The results of this procedure are illustrated in

Fig. 4.7 for zero dc bias and in Fig. 4.8 and 4.9 for nonzero

biases. These two figures show similar behaviour as reported by

Gibb and Long^. We can see in Fig. 4.7 that the extrapolation of

C^-lntii)) curves at different biases meet at a specific point on

the frequency axis. As discussed in section 4.1 the frequency

corresponding to this point of intersection on frequency axis

gives us the magnitude of the upper limit for frequency below



Cs(F







which the equivalent circuit cited in Fig. 4.4 is valid. The value

Df this limiting frequency varies from 2X103sec
_1

to

S. 25X lO^sec"
1

- So we can write t£(=1/6» = l ± SXlO^sec. With this

Tq sls on of the parameters, C^and V^are derived from the equations

(4.7) and C4.8); the results of this calculation are summarized in

Table 4.1. Depending on the choice of initial value of V
, the

value of C0
varies in the order of its magnitude. Hence we take V

P
s

obtained from the forward bias 1/C vs V plot as a first

approximation value for further iterations. The results are

discussed below

-

To calculate activation energy of the bulk, we can now use

the relation r = r^expCtE^— Ep.)/kT). The empirical parameter

had been reported to be (3±1)X10 ^ sec by Gibb at <xL^ . If we use

this value of T then the value of activation energy (E =E -F >
cL C i

appears as (5-910.1 )eV, which is in good agreement with the value

obtained from I—V measurements on the same Schottky diode. The

magnitude of derived from this theory is £ 0.30 ± 0.05 eV.

Therefore the Schottky height, estimated from the ac

measurement becomes

*b
= (E

c"EF ) + qV
s

= (0.59 ± 0.01) + (0.30 ± 0 05) eV

% (0.89 ± 0.05) eV.

We can now recall the dc results listed in Table 3.2. so



obtained from ac mesurements equals that obtained -from simulation

technique using di-f-fusion theory. So ac results alongwith IPE

favour di-ffusion limited transport and green-signals our model for

computer simulation too. Therefore, dc and ac agree well with

respect to the diode parametric values of <p and E
b a'

Although our motivation is not to measure DOS in the gap as a

function of energy, this model for ac response can easily be

extended to estimate it as an indicator of the quality of the

material. But with the assumption that DOS in the gap is constant

w.r.t. both energy and space

.

The value of C
Q derived from

equations (4.7) and (4.8) is replaced from equation (4.10) and

then the results so obtained are used in equation (4. 4) to

calculate the density a-f states (DOS) in the gap near Fermi energy

(N
F

> at different applied biases. N
p

thus obtanied is (4±4>X10

—3 —
cm eV over the bias range 0.2 — 0.3 eV and frequency range SOO

- 500 Hz. This value of Np agrees quite well with the value given

in section 2.1, and implies a good quality a-Si:H material.

To summarize the results obtained from ac response of our

sample we can mention the following points:

1. predominant features in capacitive behaviour are

successfully described in the light of Gibb and Long model

2. Schottky barrier height, > obtained from ac response

agrees quite well with that obtained from our simulation technique

and IPE measurements as well.



3. Low activation energy than that expected is due to the

shift of quasi Fermi level on applying dc bias voltage. Low

density of states in the gap is consistent with the large shift in

quasi Fermi level on applying dc bias voltage
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

We have conducted three different types of measurements on the

same Schottky diode formed by thermal evaporation of metal (Au) on

etched and polished surface of undoped a-Si:H. These are dark and

photo I-V character istics, internal photoemission measurements,

and ac response ( capacitive and ac conductive behaviour). On the

basis of these studies, which has been the subject matter of

Chapters III and IV, we now state the following as conclusions!

1. Good Au Schottky diodes on undoped a-Si:H were obtained,

having low ideality factor, n ( < 1.1 ), and high rectification

5
ratio ( > 10 at S.O V ) in the temperature range from 269 K to

A17 K.

S. The saturation current, I , obtained from the dark I-V

measurements under forward bias is not adequate to characterize

Schottky barrier parameter . Because saturation current, 1^,

includes the effect of bulk resistance and leakage currents, and

thereby decreases the Schottky barrier height (<£
b
= 0.76 eV for TET

and = 0.82 eV for DT )

.

3. A simple computer simulation technique, taking leakage

currents and bulk series resistance into account, has been used to

get more accurate value of 4>. (= 0.82 eV for TET and = 0.89 eV for
b

DT). From the deduced bulk resistance as a function of



temperature, this technique also give the bulk activation energy

E
a
= (0.53 eV) as energy separation between conduction band edge

and quasi Fermi level for electrons. The actual value of E will
<3H

be obtained by adding the shift of quasi Fermi level relative to

neutral bulk Fermi level.

. It is interesting to note that the saturation currents

obtained both from the measured dark I-V characteristics and

simulation technique using our model, fit equally well to both

thermionic emission theory <TET) and diffusion theory ( DT ) . This

makes both theories equally probable, so it is difficult to

distinguish between the thermionic emission theory and the

diffusion theory. Therefore, I-V char ac ter 1st i cs alone (neither

direct measured nor computed I-V characteristics) cannot in any

way, help us to identify the predominant carrier transport

mechanism over the Schottky barrier on a-Si:H.

5. However, it can be done using the results of our model and

simulations along with the results of IPE, and then comparing

them. We have found that the <fi.
(= 0.9S±0.0e eV ) obtained from IPE

b

measurements agree well, within experimental error, with that

(“0.89 eV)obtained from our simple model for computer simulation,

using diffusion theory. Since the actual transport mechanisrr

should result in correct value of ( as obtained from IPE)j
b

diffusion limited transport is the most likely mechanism in a-Si:H

Schottky diodes.



6. The dominant features of capacitive and conductive

behaviours, measured as a function of both frequency and bias Oh

. . . efrainht-forward
this diode, are successfully interpreted using a straiy

Gibb-Long model
46

. A simple simulation along with this model

results in reasonable activation energy (

E

a
= 0.59 e0>, diffusion

voltage 0.3 ± 0.05 eV) Schottky barrier height 0,09

0.05 ev)

.

7. Schottky barrier height obtained from ac response agre

guite well with that obtained from our simulation technique

jpfr measurements as well. In fact, this provides ano

to diffusion theory and the simulation process as well.

0. Low activation energy than expected is due to t

quasi Fermi level on applying dc bias voltage. Low densi

(o £3 eV) in

states in the gap is consistent with the large s

quasi Fermi level on applying dc bias voltage (1-0 V)

h r of series

9, We conclude that the functional depen

14-nno is responsible for the

resistance R
s

on applied bias voltage

, . _ nf computed I ^

deviation, specially at higher biases,

„, eai- v to find it

characteristics from measured one. It is nec

, i-in better fitting.

nature of functional dependence on bias o o

. v, currents and hence
„ walna of saturation current

This will also improve the value or sa

of IPE. Our modei

the Schottky barrier height more close to tha '

better results. we

and simulation technique, in any case, offer

hiain good results and

can
,
therefore, recommend this process o o



more reliable information than that obtained from commonly used

simple I-V characteristics as a function of temperature.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK:

The line of investigations pursued in this work can be

extended for Schottky barriers with metals other than gold. The

characteristics of Schottky barrier diodes on a-Si:H is very

sensitive to the surface conditions and even degrades on storage.

This aspect can be studied systematically using technigues and

analyses as employed here. Capacitance measurements should be

extended to temperatures other than room temperature.
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